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DUI~INa the past few decades, variation-stal~isCical investigations have
been carried out on a large scale with several species of the food fishes
having their habitat in our northern seas; a classical example is the
great work l~y tteincke on the Races of the Herring (Clupea hare~yus ).
This appeared in 1898, and was of great importance, both in methodical
respects and also by reason of the results arrived at.
tteineke's work, with Chat of several ochers dealing with the same
question ~, showed that the herrings of North and West Europe do nob
make up a single coherent and homogeneous shoal. They are on the
contrary divided up into numerous more or less highly localised "communil~ies" or "populations," each leading an isolated existence, and each
to be characterised as distinct fl'om other populations by average strut:
lmral conditions, spawning time, etc.
Similar, more or less marked differences have bQen found among
practically all the species of fish which have been su$ciently investigated in detail. A characteristic exception fl'om this rule, however, is
the common fl'eshwater eel (Any~dlla wdq~'is) which will be referred
to lager on.
1 l~eaders wishing for fllrLher information on the subject of I-lerring investigations may
refer to the recent paper by H. Chas, Willi~mson: " A short r~sum6 of the researches
into the European :Races of I~Ierr/ngs and the method of investigation" (Fishery BoardJbr
Scotland, Scientific I'~ve~tigatio.n,~,.1914, No. I. Edinburgh, 1914).
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In trying to eharaetferisfe these populations, various quantitative
features are employed, both such as are determinable by counting (e.g.
the number of vertebrae or of fin rays), and such as involve mfeasurferelent (as for instanefe ~/hfe size and shape of the hfead). We have thus
in thfe former ease to deal with integrated, in the latter with graduated
variatfes.
Where two poplllations have been tbund, by statistical examination
of a great number of specimens, to differ in the mean of one or more
characters, it is customary, in fishery biology, to say that each belongs
to its own race of the species in question. The word "race" is, however, not employed by all writers; some prefer the term "local forms"
or "familifes," while others again usfe all three indiscriminately.
This unefertaint~y in the terminology itself serves to indicate the incompleteness of o(n' knowledge as to the true nature of races in fishes.
We do not, even know whether they are gfenotypieally determined or
merely phfenotypieal phenomena. And a genetic analysis is still wanting
in this sphere. The reason tbr this lack of knowledge must be sought,
partly in the great fexpferiment,al difficulties attending investigation of
our marine food fishes, partly also in the fact that fishery biologists most
fi'fequfent~lyregard their problems as solved when once they have shown
that two or more populations actually are distinct and biologically indfependent.
The question then is still bfeforfe,.us: What is the cause of the racial
differences found ? Why, for instance, should the race of herrings living
on the east coast of Scotland have a higher average number of vertebrae
than that--or thosfe--of the Baltic, and why have the Baltic hen'h~gs
again a higher figure for this ehm'aetfer than the herrings of the White
Sea ? Or how is it that the plaice (Pleuro~wctes platessa) in the ~ort, h
Sea managfe to develop a greater number of rays in the anal fin than the
plaice of the Baltic waters ?
The generally accepted view among fishery biologists is that racial
differfenefesarise fi'om the influence of. differing external conditions under
which the races in question live, such as for instance salinity of the
water, its temperature, etc. It is thought that the averagfe values for
the differing qualities, i.e. the racial characters, are actually dependent
upon this or that temperature, salinity, or the likfe, which happens to be
peculiar to the water in question. Certain writers, such as Heineke,
imaginfe these external conditions as exerting a directly determinative
fefffee~; others are more inclined to regard them as acting indirectly,
through a process of selection. In this latter ease, the variates not
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suited to the surroundings would be rejected, whereby the average
values for t,he different characters would of Course be indirectly altered.
The object which I had set before me was to elucidate as far as
possible, by means of statable material, some of the conditions responsible for the racial differences tbund among our marine fish species in
natm'e. From the outset, I l{ad a clear appreciation o f two points;
first, that the investigation would have to be of an even more detailed
character than any of those previously carried out (though these migh~
seem detailed enough, for instance, in the case of the herring and plaice
investigations !). And secondly, that experimental aids would be necessary, as without such, it would hardly be possible to arrive at any decisive
result.
The necessity of experimental investigations again forced me to
abandon the two species in which the question of race has been best
investigated (statistically), viz. the herring and the plaice, sinee experiments with these seemed out of the question at present, at any rate with
the means at my disposal. In addition, I wished to have a species even
more " variable" and re.ore local than the herring or the plaice. Both
of these are, as we know, pelagic for a more or less considerable part of
their life, and consequently snbject to important passive or active dislocations which may lead to an intermingling of the individuals from
different populations.
A species which appears to fulfil the required conditions is the common Viviparous .Blen~y (Zoarces viviparus, L.) with which I have now
been working since the autumn of 191~. I have made both statistical
and experimen;al investigations with this species; only the former,
however, have up to the present been brought to a conclusion, and
only these are therefore so far advanced as to be suitable tbr publication.
In course of time, a great number of specimens, over 25,000, have
been examined, with regard to several characters. A detailed account,
with the figures pertaining thereto, appears in Vol. x m of the Comptes
rendus des travaux du Laboratoire de Carlsber9, Copenhagen, and I must
here restrict myself to mentioning some of the principal results.

Zoarces vivipr
is an extremely common fish in our Danish waters,
where it plays a far greater part than in the British. I t lives as a rule
in quite shallow water, inside the 10 metre curve. ItS distribution
in Europe has a marked ~o~'th-e(~sterly character. I t is found fi'om the
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White Sea in the north to the English Channel in the south, is common
on the east coasts of Scotland and England but rare on the west, and is
not known with certainty from Ireland. Eastward, however, it penetrates into the innermost waters of the Baltic, to the base of the Gulf
of Bothnia and Gulf of Finland. A striking feature is the fact that it
is not found at the Faroes oi' Iceland.
One of the most prominent points in the natural history of Zoarces is
that it is viviparous. Pairing takes place late in the smnmer, and by
the close of the winter a considerable nmnber of young, up to 4,00, are
brought into the world. These are at birth 4,--5 cm. long, exactly
resembling their parents in all ma.in features, and, like these, keeping
to the bottom fl'om the very first. The quality of being viviparous is
almost unique among our northern teleosteans, and this is also one of
the essential reasons for my taking Zoarces for the pro'poses of investigation, as we have here the great advantage of being able to examine
the progeny of a single female and compare the qualities with those of
the mother. For the young have, before they are born, all the qualities
with which we are here concerned fully developed in numerical respects.
Besides a great nmnber of characters which-have not been investigated throughout in all samples, we have devoted particular attention
to the following fore': (1) number of vertebrae (" vert"), (2) of rays in
the right pectoral fin (" Pd"), (3) of hard rays in the dorsal fin (" D2"),
and (4) of pigment spots on the dorsal fin ("Pigm. D~"). All these
qualities are determined by counting, so that we have only to deal with
integrated variates. This is an adwmtage, as the qualities in question
are not altered from long before the birth of the individual until its
death.
The characters investigated are of essential physiognomical importance, the nmnber of pectoral rays, however, to a lesser degree than the
others. This will be seen fi'om the three sketches (P1. VII, figs. 1--3).
The specimen shown in Fig. 1 has a large number of vertebrae, viz. 121,
and thus appears much more slender than those in Figs. 2 and 3, with
105 and 109 vertebrae respectively.
Highly characteristic of Zoa~'ces is the fact that the dorsal fin has an
incurvation extending for a more o1' less considerable length down its
posterior part. This portion of the fin contains oflly hard rays, the
nmnber of which will thus determhm the length of the incurvation.
In the Specimen Fig. 1, where there are no less than 12 hard rays, the
incurvate part is long; in the specimen Fig. 2, where the number is
only 5, it is much shorter. Finally, the dorsal fin in the specimen
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Fig. 3, where hard rays are altogether laddng, exhibits no incul'vation
at all.
The number of pigment spots is also, as will be seen from the figures,
of physiognomical importance.
The number of vertebrae has been found to vary fl'om 101 to 126
inclusive, a range of variation which is very considerable, and greater
than in any other species of fish hitherto investigated. The o~hel"
characters also have a wide range of variation. Thus we find, ibr the
hard rays 0--17, for the pigment spots 7--21, and fbl" the pectoral
rays 16--22. For the sake of bre,ity I will here restrict myself mainly
to the mention of a single character, viz. the number of vertebrae.
Preliminary investigations soon showed that there was no difference
between the sexes in respect of the characters here in qnestion. It was
further found, on repeated analyses of the same population, that most of
the characters exhibited a high degree of constancy f r o ~ year to year,
as far as the scope of the investigations extends up to now. An instance
of such constancy is shown in the graphs of Fig. 4, re2resenting the
number of vertebrae in the years 1914, 1915 and 1916 for the same
population (St. 31, Ise Fjord, Sealand, Denmark). The number of
vertebrae is noted in figures along the vertical lines, each dot denoting
a single specimen of Zoarces. It will be seen that the three graphs
agree excellently well together, and therewith also the average values
for the three yeal~, viz. 113.42 (+ 0.49), 113,23 (+ 0.4,3) and 113.40

(• 0.44).
Altogether about 80 popElation analyses were made, embracing
material from the greager part of the area of distribution of Zoarces.
The separate population samples consisted as a rule of about 200
specimens, which permit of a very good degree of accuracy in the
detel'lninations. For vertebrae, the highest m e a n found was 119.44,
and the lowest 107.98; similar results were arrived at in the case of
the other characters, least h~ the case of the pectoral rays, where there
are also, it must be noted, very rarely more than four variates.
The mean values for the various characters may appear in highly
differing combinations in the different populations. Disregarding the
pectoral rays, where the range of variation is but slight, and using
A, B and C to denote a high value, a, b and c a low mean value for
number of vertebrae, hard rays and pigment spots respectively, we find,
out of the eight possible combinations, six were realised in our ~0
population analyses: ABO, ABo, AbO, Abo, abO and abo. Up ~o the
present, however, we have encountered no instance of a B o and aBO,
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and of bhe six combinations noged above as found, no~ all were of ghe
same frequency.
A n a ~ e m p ~ has been made ~o eharaeterise the various larger regions
of sea within bhe Z o a r c e s area by means of ghe average qualibies of ghe
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populations there found. Dividing up the mea into four parts, and
u~ilising ~he same symbols as above, we obtain ~he following : (1) western
North Sea, Abe; (2) eastern North Sea, a b e ; (3) wesI~ Baltic region,
ABG; (4) east B~ltie region, ABe. On ~aking together ~hree populations, typical as far as possible, fi'om each of the four regions, we obtain
the following mean values:
TABLE I.
I.

No~h
,,

II.

Baltic
,,

Sea

Average value for

Vert.

Pd

D~

Pigm. D~

1.
2.

W e s t e r n par~
Eastern part

116'2
111'2

18 71
18'48

7'2
6'0

12'7
12'3

3.
4.

Western part
Eastern part

117'7
117'2

19'35
18'66

8'0
11'1

14'3
12'3

On going into details, we find manydiserepaneies and irregularities
in ghe geographical disgribution of ghe mean values. A certain regularity, on the ogher hand, and also highly peculiar eondigions are noted
in the shallow Danish and other fjords of the western Baltic. The
rule here is ghat ghe average number of vertebrae, hard rays and pigment spots will be essentially lower up in the fjords than ougside, and
ghis applies even where the distance begween the two populations only
amounts go some few miies. The graphs in Figs. 5, 6 show some instances of this as regards the number of vertebrae. Table II, giving
the values for Mariager Fjord, easi; eoasg of Jntland, Denmar]~, ?~hows
the same also for the other eb,~'aegers.
TABLE II.

Ma~'iager Fjord, Denmark.
Average value for

Verg.

Da

S t a r . l~l . . . . .

117'87

9'21

18'80

15 ......

115'~13

8'74

18'06

,,

Pigm. DI

,,

1'6 ......

110'99

7'21

12'82

,,

17 ......

110'18

6'87

11'80

,,

19 ......

109'30

6'40

11'83

St. 14 hes outside the fjord; the remaining stations up in the fjord;
St. 19 at its base.
The lower number oi~ vertebrae in the Zoarces of the t]ords gives
them a physiognomy differing greatly fi'om that of their relatives on
the coasts, the former being of short and stumpy build, the lat~er
siender and elongated in shape.
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Our population analyses have thus shown Cha8 Zoarces is split up
into numerous "races," often highly localised, and differing widely one
fi'om another. In this respect, however, there is no difference of principle between Zo(~rces and the ocher well investigated fish species such
as herring and plaice. The difference is only one of degree, depending
upon the t~mt, thaC Zoarces is an even nmre " variable" and even less
migratory species than either of the other two.
One species of fish, however, to which I have also devoted part;icular
attention, viz. the common fi'eshwater eel (Ang'tdllc~ wdgaris), does dift~r
in principle, and a comparison with this species, which has about the
s~me number of vertebrae, etc. as Zoa~:ces,is therefore highly insCrucbive.
On going through a large amount of material, ig was found Chat in
contrast Co Zoa,rces, which, as we have seen, is spli~ up into numerous
local races, all the eel populations of Europe are identical (see graphs,
Fig. 7)i The explanation of this most reinm'kable t~ct musC be sought
in the great biological difference between the two species; Zoarces
spends the whole of its life in the same very restricted area, whereas
all the fi'eshwaCer eels of Europe undertake migrations of thousands
of miles ouC into the Atlantic to spawn, the young thereafter journeying
the same way back. Long before ghe young, or rather larvae~(Leptocephah~s brevirostris),'r~ach the coasts of Europe, they have developed
their full complement of vertebrae, etc., and we have here a naCm'al
explanation of the fact Chat air the eel populaClons of Europe are
identical, or belong to one and the same "race."
As mentioned above, Zoarces gives birch to a great number, of
young, which have already, long before they are born, developed their
full number of vertebrae, fin rays, pigment spots, etc. This renders iC
possible for us to carry out individual ql~'sl)ring analyses wi~h this
species, the offspring of each gravid female being separately invesCigated.
Examples of such individual offspring analyses will be found in the
graphs (Fig. 8). The material is fi'om the same population (St. 31) as
the three population analyses for 1914,, 1915 and 1916 in Fig. 4. On
comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 8 we find that the average number of
vertebrae in various offspring samples can exhibit considerable variation
mnong themselves, and differ greatly from the average for the population. Thus in the case of the three offspring samples in Fig. 8; the
mean values for number of vertebrae were about, 117.83, 112.36 and
109.4,8 respectively, whereas the number for the population was in all
the three years 1914,-16 between about 113.2 and 113.4,.
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Fig. 8. Zoarces vh;iparu.% L. Number of vertebrae. Three individual offspring analyses
of gravid females fl'om the 1914 population ~t St. 31, Ise Fjord, Sealand, Denmark ;
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the number of vertebrae in individual offspring samples m a y differ greatly from that
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My own interpretation of the offspl:ing imalyses, which is supported
by the results arrived at in 1903 by W. J,,hannsen in his studies on bean
communities, is roughly as follows. It was found possible by population
analyses to subdivide Zo~'ces vivip~'~ts into numerous local "races."
The individual offspring analyses showed that the smallest unit hitherto
considered, the "race," may be resolved into still smaller elements, expressed by the means of the offspring samples. These smaller elements
may differ widely one fi'om another, and likewise fl'om the avel'age of
the population ("race"), but when added together they reproduce the
picture of the race itself as the latter is expressed in the results of the
population analyses.
As ah'eady mentioned above, it is a generally accepted view among
fishery biologists that racial differences are due to the differing external
conditions under which the various races live. The salinity of the water
is here as a rule considered of great importance, and as this factor is also
the best elucidated up to date, I have endeavoured to ascertain how far
any agreemen~ could be found to exist between the salinity and the
average values characterising the races of Zo<t~'ces. A few examples
may be quoted. Of the populations we have analysed, that of St. 57
in the North Sea (Anstruther, Scotland) is the one living in saltest
water, St. 52 in the Gulf of Bothnia in the Baltic (Hudiksvall, Sweden)
that with lowest salinity. The difference between these two places is
very great, the salinity at the Scottish station being about 34 ~
and
in the Gulf of Bothnia about 5 ~ o only. The population at St. 57 thus
lives i n s salt solution more than six times the strength of the water at
St. 52. The graphs in Fig. 9 show the values for number of vert, ebrae
in these two populations. I t will be noticed that there is no difference
to speak of between the two graphs, either as regards course or average
values, the latter being about 116.0 and about 116.4, respectively. This
example thus seems to suggest that the salinity is not of any real importance..
Another example is illustrated in Fig. 10. The two populations
here shown are fi'om I~oskilde Fjord, Sealand, Denmark, and Kjelds
Nor, Langeland, Denmark. At these two places the salinity is very
nearlN the same and rather low, viz. about 12 O/oo. But it is at once
noticeable that the values for number of vertebrae exhibit an enormous
difference as between the two populations, amounting to no less than
about 11.5 mean. So great is the dissimilarity indeed that the two
populations have not a single common variate. The picture presented
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is such that the uninitiated might v~ell take it ~s representing two
distinct species, and yet as a matter of t~et we have here only to deal
with two populations living within the same area of sea, and, as tlu' as
we are aware, under uniform external conditions.
St. 52.

Gulf of Bothnia (Sweden).
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l~ig. 9. Zoarces viviparus, L. Number of vertebrae. Two population analyses from
St. 57 (Anstruther, Scotland) and St. 52 (Hudiksvall, Gulf of Bothnia). At St. 57
~he salinity of the water is about 3.I % ~ ~t St. 52 only about 5 %o.

Our investigations thus by no means support the hypothesis that
the racial characters are determined exclusively by environment. On
the contrary, they seem rather to indicate that differences of environment are not sufficient to explain the structural differences between
the races, and that ~he importance of the salinity espe,ially has doubtless been greatly over-estimated.
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On the other hand, the very distinct gradation of average qualities
found in t,he [jord populas
seems to sug'gest that, the surroundings
may be of importance, either directly or indirectly, bug what factors here
come into play we cannot, as yet determine.
My view t,hen, with regard t,o t,he nat,ure of "races" in fishes, as
charact,erised by our population analyses, is briefly t,his : A fish "race"
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Fig. i0. Zoarces vivil)ar~ts, L. Number of verbebme. Two populabion analyses from
Kjelds Nor, :Langeland, Denmark (above), and l~oskilde Fjord, Sealand, Denmark
(below). Ab bobh places the salinity is about 12 %~ The boundary bebween the
populations indicated by a dobbed line.

is largely a statistic~l conception. It implies a mixing of different
genotypes, and the average values characterising the " r a c e " arc primarily dependent upon the quantitative proportion between these;
only secondarily on the environment.
It should nevertheless be pointed oat that we cannot expect to
arrive at any final decision before the results of the expei'imen~al
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analysis are available. I hope t;hel'efi)re ~o rever~ go ~he question on
a subsequen~ occasion, after conclusion of ~he experiments, of which ~he
individual offspring analyses briefly referred ~o above tbrm a par~.

DESCRIPTION

OF P L A T E

VII.

Fig. 1. Zocu'ces viviparus, L. Sketch of a specimen about 26 em. in length from the
Sound. Number of vertebrae 121, of hard rays 12, and of pigmeut spots on dorsal 16.
Fig. 2. Zoa~'ces viviparus, L.
Sketch of a specimen about 25 em. in length from
Roskilde Fjord, Seuland, Denmark. Number of vertebrae 105, of hard rays 5, and of
pigment spots on dorsal 11.
Fig. 3. Zoarces viviparu~', L. Sketch of a specimen abont 33 em. in length, from Gnlhnar
Fjord, Sweden. Hard rays lacking. Number of vertebrae 109.
In all three fignres the foremost pigment spot is situated on the front margin of the
dorsal fin.
No,rE.

In calculating the probable fluctuation of the average number of vertebrae etc.
ff
the following formula was employed, viz. ~=~/~ x 0'67449 x 5. This value is always given
in brackets after each average value of the character in question.
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